President Trump points at the media and calls them fake news during the NRA-ILA Leadership Forum on April 26 in Indianapolis. Trump spoke about the history of gun violence in America, and he introduced people who have experienced dealing with situations and losses.

**HEAR ME OUT**

**Donald Trump is inarguably racist**

Elsbeth Sanders

**Excerpt from an editorial**

...in 2018. This is specific- ally inciting racism against four con- gresswomen of color, two of which are the first Muslim women and one of whom is an Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Illhan Omar, Ayanna Pressley and Rashida Tlaib, all seated in such a way that the audience can clearly see them as Muslim.

Trump’s mind has a wire through it. It’s a strategy that works for him, and he always will be rac- ist. He has always been racist, and he is specifically inciting racism against four con- gresswomen of color, two of which are the first Muslim women and one of whom is an Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar, Ayanna Pressley and Rashida Tlaib, all seated in such a way that the audience can clearly see them as Muslim.

Th e rhetoric here is as- tronomical. Trump is saying that we need to address the Muslim ban and started the discussion is horrendous, and it’s even worse that there’s no reason.
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